
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HOW DOES THIS TRACK HELP YOU BUILD A DISCIPLE-MAKING COMMUNITY? 
Disciples of Jesus hear his voice and the power for transformation depends on how well we hear His voice. This track 
will provide imagination for how the prophetic is essential in making disciples and will give you tools and practice in 
exercising the prophetic in ways that help you make disciples.  
 
TRACK DESCRIPTION 
Mature prophetic ministry has the potential to shift the spiritual barometer of a life, family, church, community, or 
region towards greater Gospel impact. It moves a low barometer of spiritual dryness, lifelessness, legalism, hardness, 
and stuckness to a higher barometer of spiritual intimacy, Gospel multiplication, Kingdom traction, discernment, 
power, and impact. 
 
Two types of training are required to grow in the prophetic and encounter such a shift. One type includes gaining 
biblical and theological grounding to both raise expectation and faith for prophetic ministry and avoid common excesses 
and pitfalls often associated with the prophetic. The second type of training is experience—cultivating, risking, 
attempting, and stretching within a safe, developmental environment. The Prophetic Development track provides both. 

 
OUTCOMES 
1. Biblically define and explain prophetic ministry  
2. Practice prophetic prayer and journaling weekly 
3. Be transformed through developing your Gospel-

roots and move in increasing Gospel impact  
 

4. Raise your spiritual barometer  
5. Identify safe friendships with 2-3 others so you can 

process what you hear Jesus saying  
6. Curate a biblically-based resource list to continue 

growing in the prophetic

FORMAT 
Over the course of 12 months, the cohorts meet once per month in person or via Zoom, engage in bi-weekly learning 
assignments, and participants interact monthly with a peer mentor. 
 
SCHEDULE 

• Week 1: Assigned reading/videos 
• Week 2: Peer-mentor connection 

• Week 3: Assigned reading/videos 
• Week 4: Cohort (Zoom or live)

 
RESOURCES 

• The Beginners Guide to the Gift of Prophecy by Jack Deere 
• The Gift of Prophecy in the New Testament and Today by Wayne Grudem 
• Dandelion Resourcing Video Series by Alex and Hannah Absalom 

 
COST 
Books 
 

DEVELOPMENT AREA: PROPHETIC 

Hearing the Leadership Voice of Jesus  


